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Biexcitons in coupled quantum dots as a source of entangled photons
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~Received 5 February 2002; published 22 May 2002!

We study biexcitonic states in two tunnel-coupled semiconductor quantum dots and show that such systems
provide the possibility to produce polarization-entangled photons or spin-entangled electrons that are spatially
separated at production. We distinguish between the various spin configurations and calculate the low-energy
biexciton spectrum using the Heitler-London approximation as a function of magnetic and electric fields. The
oscillator strengths for the biexciton recombination involving the sequential emission of two photons are
calculated. The entanglement of the photon polarizations resulting from the spin configuration in the biexciton
states is quantified as a function of the photon emission angles.
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Entanglement has been identified as an essential reso
for many applications in the recently developed field
quantum communication and quantum computation.1 Several
quantum communication schemes have already been
cessfully implemented with pairs of polarization-entang
photons produced by parametric downconversion,1 e.g., the
faithful transmission of a quantum state~quantum teleporta-
tion!, entanglement-assisted classical communication~e.g.,
quantum superdense coding!, and the production of a secur
cryptographic key ~quantum key distribution!. Recently,
there has also been growing interest in solid-state implem
tations of quantum computation using the electron spin as
qubit,2 as well as quantum communication with spi
entangled electrons. Superconductor-normal junctions
combination with quantum dots~QDs! have been suggeste
as a device for producing entangled electrons.3 Still, the ef-
ficient and deterministic production of both entangled ph
tons and electrons poses a theoretical and experimental
lenge. In the case of photons, the use of electron-h
recombination in a single QD was recently suggested4,5

Nonresonant excitation of a QD is expected to produce p
of entangled photons with an efficiency~production rate/
pump rate! that is about four orders of magnitude bigger th
for parametric downconversion.5

In this paper, we study the production of polarizatio
entangled photons, or, alternatively, spin-entangled electr
using the biexcitonic ground state intwo tunnel-coupled
QDs. For this purpose we study the low-energy biexcito
states in coupled QDs, determining their energy spect
and their optical properties in the presence of external m
netic and electric fields. We concentrate on the spin confi
ration of the calculated states, being related to the orb
wave function via the Fermi statistics that is implemented
a Heitler-London~HL! ansatz for electrons and for holes. A
a special quality of a double dot, we find that in the~spin-
entangled! biexcitonic ground state, the biexciton favors
configuration with each QD occupied by one exciton, th
providing a basis for the separation of the entangled p
ticles. Even though coupled QDs are usually separated
distance less than the wavelength of the emitted light
might still be possible to directly detect the photons at se
rate locations. It can, e.g., be expected that due to aniso
pies the two dots have different preferred emission directi
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enclosing a fixed angle. Two subsequent photons, which
emitted with a time delay given by the exciton lifetim
could then be detected separately in the far field.

In contrast to our calculations, earlier studies for quant
computation or entanglement production with excitons
QDs concentrate on single QDs~Refs. 4–8! and/or on charge
degrees of freedom~neglecting spin!.6–11 Also, instead of a
pure electrostatic interdot coupling,9,11 we take into account
the tunneling of electrons and holes between the coup
QDs.

Biexcitons consist of two bound excitons that themselv
are formed by a conduction-band electron and a valen
band hole in a semiconductor, bound together by the att
tive Coulomb interaction. Following the theory of exciton
absorption in single QDs,12 the biexcitonic states in single
QDs have been investigated13–20 and single excitons in
coupled QDs have been observed in experiment.10,21 Re-
cently, spin spectroscopy of excitons in QDs was perform
using polarization-resolved magnetophotoluminenscenc22

Two regimes can be distinguished in the discussion of e
tons confined in QDs.12 In the weak confinementlimit aX
!ae ,ah , where aX is the radius of the free exciton an
ae ,ah the electron and hole effective Bohr radii in the QD
an exciton can~as in the bulk material! be considered as a
boson in an external confinement potential. In the case
strong confinement aX@ae ,ah , electrons and holes are sep
rately confined in the QD and the bosonic nature of
electron-hole pair breaks down. Since, e.g., in bulk Ga
aX'10 nm, we are in an intermediate regimeaX'ae ,ah for
typical QD radii. Here, we start from a strong confineme
ansatz, i.e., from independent electrons and holes~two of
each species!, and then use the HL approximation to includ
the Coulomb interaction and the tunneling. Unlike for bu
biexcitons, where the HL approximation fails for some va
ues of j5me /mh ,23 we are here in a different situation—
much more similar to the H2 molecule—because the sing
particle orbitals are defined by the strong QD confineme
the latter playing the role of the~‘‘infinitely’’ heavy ! protons
of the H2 molecule.

We obtain the low-energy~spin-resolved! biexciton spec-
trum in which the electrons and holes each form either a s
singlet or triplet. Subsequently, we calculate the oscilla
strength, being a measure for the optical transition rates.
©2002 The American Physical Society29-1
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spin of the biexciton states relates to two different states
the polarization-entangled photon pair produced in the
combination. We quantify the entanglement of the pho
pair depending on the emission directions. The variation
the spectrum and the oscillator strengths due to magnet
electric fields allows to use ground-state biexcitons in tunn
coupled QDs as a pulsed source of entangled photon pa

We model the biexciton~two electrons and two holes! in
two coupled QDs by the Hamiltonian

H5 (
a5e,h

(
i 51

2

ha i1HC1HZ1HE , ~1!

whereha i5@pa i1qaA(ra i)/c#2/2ma1Va(ra i) is the single-
particle Hamiltonian for thei th electron (a5e,qe52e) or
hole (a5h,qh51e) in two dimensions with coordinatera i

and spinSa i . The potentialVa(x,y)5mava
2@(x22a2)2/4a2

1y2#/2 describes two QDs centered at (x56a,y50), sepa-
rated by a barrier of heightmava

2a2/8. Electrons and holes
have effective massesma and confinement energies\va .
The Coulomb interaction is included by HC
5(1/2)( (a,i )Þ(b, j )qaqb /kura i2rb j u, with a dielectric con-
stantk ~for bulk GaAs,k513.18). A magnetic fieldB in z
direction leads to orbital effects via the vector potential~in
the symmetric gauge! A5B(2y,x,0)/2 and to the Zeeman
term HZ5(a,igamBBSz

a i , wherega is the effectiveg factor
of the electron~hole! andmB is the Bohr magneton. Restric
ing ourselves to the low-energy physics of QDs filled w
few particles, we can assume approximately tw
dimensional~2D! parabolic confinement. We assume the
multaneous confinement of electrons and holes which ca
realized, e.g., in QDs formed by thickness fluctuations i
quantum well8 or by self-assembled QDs.24,25A particle in a
single QD is thus described by the Fock-Darwin~FD! Hamil-
tonian ha

6a(ra i),
26 comprising a harmonic potentialva

6a(r )
5mava

2@(x7a)21y2#/2 and a perpendicular magnetic fiel
In prospect of the HL ansatz below we write the sing
particle part of the Hamiltonian Eq.~1! as (a@ha

2a(ra1)
1ha

1a(ra2)#1HW($ra i%)[H01HW , where HW($ra i%)
5(a@( iVa(ra i)2va

2a(ra1)2va
1a(ra2)#. An in-plane elec-

tric field E5« ŷ is described byHE5e«(ye11ye22yh1
2yh2) and can be included inH0. We put «50 here and
discuss the case«Þ0 below.

The valence band is assumed to be split into w
separated heavy and light hole bands and only heavy-
excitations are considered in the following. The FD grou
statesuD&a in the QD D51,2, which are used to make
variational HL ansatz are26

^r uD&a5A ba

paa
2
expS 2

ba

2aa
2 @~x6a!21y2#6

iqaay

2elB
2 D ,

~2!

where the upper~lower! sign holds for D51(2), l B

5A\c/eB, andba5A11(eB/2cmava)2.
We now make a strong confinement ansatz by constr

ing two-particle orbital wave functions for electrons and f
holes separately according to the HL method, i.e., a symm
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ric (us&a[uI 50&a, spin singlet! and an antisymmetric (ut&a

[uI 51&a, spin triplet! linear combination of two-particle
statesuDD8&a5uD&a ^ uD8&a ,

uI &a5NaI@ u12&a1~21! I u21&a], ~3!

where NaI51/A2(11(21)I uSau2) and Sa5a^1u2&a de-
notes the overlap~or tunneling amplitude! between the two
orbital wave functionsu1&a andu2&a . We continue by form-
ing the four biexciton statesuIJ&5uI &e

^ uJ&h, where I 50
(1) for the electron singlet~triplet! andJ50 (1) for the hole
singlet ~triplet!. The energies

EIJ5^IJuHuIJ&5E01EZ1EIJ
W1EIJ

C , ~4!

with EIJ
A [^IJuHAuIJ&, can be calculated analytically. I

units of \ve , we find E0[EIJ
0 52(be1bh /h), where h

5ve /vh , EZ[EIJ
Z 5(mBB/\ve)(a igaSz

a i , and

EIJ
W5

3

16d2 S 1

be
2

1
j

bh
2D 2

3d2

4 S 11
1

jh2D
13NIJFd2S 11

1

jh2D 1~21!JSh
2S d22

1

hbh
D

1~21! ISe
2S d2

jh2
2

1

be
D 2~21! I 1JSe

2Sh
2S 1

be
1

1

hbh
D G ,

~5!

where 2d52a/ae is the dimensionless interdot distance,ae

5A\/meve is the electronic Bohr radius,Se5exp(2d2@2be

21/be#), Sh5exp(2d2@2bh21/bh#/jh), NIJ5NeI
2 NhJ

2 , and
j5me /mh . For EIJ

C , we find

EIJ
C 5

Eee1~21! I Ẽee

11~21! ISe
2

1
Ehh1~21!JẼhh

11~21!JSh
2

18NIJ@EX1Eeh

1~21! ISeẼXe1~21!JShẼXh1~21! I 1JSeShẼXeh#,

~6!

where we have used the abbreviations

Eaa5cAba /xaexp~2bad2/xa!I 0~bad2/xa!, ~7!

Ẽaa5cAba

xa
SaexpS 2

bad2

xa
D I 0S d2

xa
Fba2

1

ba
G D , ~8!

EX52cAb̄, ~9!

Eeh5EXexp~2b̄d2!I 0~ b̄d2!, ~10!

ẼXa52SaEXexp~2b̄d2/4ba
2 !I 0~ b̄d2/4ba

2 !, ~11!

ẼXeh5SeShEX$exp~ b̄1d2/2!I 0~ b̄1d2/2!

1exp~ b̄2d2/2!I 0~ b̄2d2/2!%. ~12!
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Here, I 0(x) is the zeroth-order modified Bessel function,c
5e2Ap/2/kae\ve is a dimensionless parameter characte
ing the Coulomb interaction, xe51, xh5jh, b̄

52bebh /(bh1jhbe), b̄15be21/be1@bh21/bh#/jh, and
b̄25(@be21/be#@bh22jhbe#1be@bh21/bh#)/(bh1jhbe).
Figure 1 shows the biexciton energiesEIJ (I ,J50,15s,t) in
the double QD as a function of an applied external magn
field in z direction. The Zeeman interactionHZ causes an
additional level splitting of'0.02\ve /T ~assumingugeu
'ughu'1) for the triplet states with( iSz

a iÞ0 which is not
shown in Fig. 1. The electron-hole exchange interaction
the GaAs QDs considered here is reported to be only on
order of tens ofmeV ~Ref. 27! and can therefore be ne
glected. The self-consistency of omitting excited single-Q
states in the HL ansatz can be checked by comparing
energyEIJ

C 1EIJ
W to the single-QD level spacing. This crite

rion is fulfilled for interdot distances 2a*20 nm. In addi-
tion to the HL statesuIJ&, we consider the double occupanc
statesuDDDD& for which all four particles are located o
the same QDD51,2. Their energies are given byĒ5E0

1EZ1ĒW1ĒC, with ĒW53(1/be
21j/bh

2)/16d2, and ĒC

5c(Abe1Abh /jh24Ab̄).
We proceed to the calculation of the oscillator strengths

biexciton-exciton and exciton-vacuum transitions. The os
lator strengthf is a measure for the coupling of exciton stat
to the electromagnetic field and is proportional to the opti
transition rates. For a transition between theN11 and N
exciton statesuN11& and uN&, the oscillator strength is de
fined as

f N11,N5
2upNklu2

m0\vN11,N
, ~13!

wherem0 is the bare electron mass,\vN11,N5EN112EN ,
and pNkl5^N11uekl•puN&, whereekl is the unit polariza-
tion vector for a photon with momentumk and helicityl

FIG. 1. Biexciton energies in units of\ve for ~a! h5ve /vh

51/2, ~b! h51/j51.67 (ae5ah), in a 2D GaAs system (me

50.067m0 , mhh50.112m0), \ve53 meV, andd50.7. The plot-
ted HL energiesEIJ areEss ~solid line!, Est ~short-dashed line!, Ets

~dot-dashed line!, andEtt ~dotted line!, neglecting the Zeeman en
ergy. The exchange splittingsEtJ2EsJ , J5s,t, for electrons are
larger than for holes (EIt2EIs ,I 5s,t) in ~a! wherehj,1, but of
the same order in~b! (hj51). At B50, uss& has the lowest energy
while for largerB, there is a crossover to autt& ground state. Double
occupancy of a QD~long-dashed line! becomes more favorabl

with increasingh; in ~a!, Ē.EIJ , I ,J5s,t, while in ~b!, Ē is
smaller than some of theEIJ for small B.
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561, andp is the electron momentum operator. ForpNkl

we find in the dipole approximationaa!2p/k (aa
'20 nm,2p/k'1 mm),

pNkl5@~N11!! #2 (
$s i ,t j %,s

Msl~u!E d3r)
i , j

d3r id
3sj

3FN~$r i ,s i%;$sj ,t j%!

3FN11* ~$r i ,s i%,r ,s;$sj ,t j%,r ,s%), ~14!

whereFN is theN-exciton wave function, depending on th
conduction-band electron~valence-band hole! coordinatesr i
(sj ) and their spinss i (t j ) ( i , j 51, . . . ,N). The coordinate
and spin of the electron and the hole created or annihila
during the optical transition are denoted byr and s. The
interband momentum matrix element for a cubic crystal sy
metry is given by Msl(u)5ekl•pcv(s)5pcv@cos(u)
2sl#/2[pcvmsl(u), whereu is the angle betweenk and
the normal to the plane of the 2D electron system~assuming
that the latter coincides with one of the main axes of
cubic crystal!, andEp52pcv

2 /m0 (525.7 eV for GaAs!.
According to Eq.~14!, the orbital momentum matrix ele

ment for transitions from the exciton vacuumu0& to an exci-
ton stateuX&5uD&e^ uD&h[uDD& in one QD~or for the op-
tical recombination ofuX&) is p05Msl(u)*d3rF1* (r ,r )
[Msl(u)Ceh . The exciton wave function is denoted b
F1(re ,rh)5^re ,rhuX&. From this, we find for the oscillato
strength

f X,05
2up0u2

m0\vX,0
5

Ep

\vX,0
Msl~u!2uCehu2, ~15!

and Ceh52Ajhbebh/(bh1jhbe). In Fig. 2~a! we plot
uCehu25 f / f 0 as a function of the magnetic field, wheref 0
5Epmsl(u)2/Eg denotes the oscillator strength for~bulk!
interband transitions, equating\vX,0 with the band-gap en-
ergy Eg . Since we have made a strong confinement ans
the obtained oscillator strength is independent of the
volume V. For weak confinement, one would expectf }V.
Figure 2~b! shows the suppression of the exciton transiti
rate by an electric field.

The momentum matrix elementp1 for transitions from an
exciton stateuX& to a biexciton stateuXX& is given by p1

522Msl(u)*d3r ed
3r hd3rF2* (re ,r ;rh ,r )F1(re ,rh). If the

FIG. 2. Oscillator strengthf X,0 for GaAs QDs in units off 0 as a
function of ~a! the magnetic fieldB ~in T! at E50 and ~b! the
electric fieldE ~in mV/mm) at B50, with h5ve /vh51/2 ~solid
line!, h51/j ~dashed line!, h54 ~dotted line!. For h51/j the B
field has no effect onCeh .
9-3
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recombining electron and hole are on the same QD, the
tegral overr yields Ceh , otherwiseSeh5Cehexp$22d2@be
2jh/(bh1jhbe)#%.

We give here our result forp1 for a transition between the
HL biexciton statesuXX&5uIJ& with one exciton on each QD
and a single exciton in the final stateuX&5uDD&, a single
exciton on dotD51,2,

u^IJuekl•puDD&u52Msl~u!ANIJ $Ceh@~21! I 1J1SeSh#

1Seh@~21!JSe1~21! ISh#%. ~16!

Approximating\vXX,X'Eg , we plot the corresponding os
cillator strength versusB and E in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. Re-
sults for f XX,X , also including the~biexciton! double occu-
pancy stateuDDDD& and various final~exciton! states, will
be given elsewhere.28

The main effect of an electric field is to spatially separ
the electrons from the holes, which leads to a reduction
the oscillator strengths28 @cf. Figs. 2~b! and 3~b!#. Hence, the
optical transition rate can be efficiently switched off and o
thus allowing the deterministic emission of one photon p

Transformation of a HL biexciton stateuIJ& into the basis
of two coupled excitons yields a superposition of dark (Sz
562) and bright (Sz561) exciton states. The emitted pho
ton states are~up to normalization!

ux IJ&}u11,u1&u21,u2&1~21! I 1Ju21,u1&u11,u2&,
~17!

where us,u&5N(u)@ms,11(u)us1&1ms,21(u)us2&] is the
state of a photon emitted from the recombination of an e

FIG. 3. Oscillator strengthsf XX,X for transitions between the
biexciton statesuXX&5uIJ& and a single remaining exciton on on
QD in units of f 0 as a function of~a! the magnetic fieldB ~in T! at
E50 and~b! the electric fieldE ~in mV/mm) atB50. The param-
eters were chosen for GaAs withh5ve /vh51/2. The line styles
correspond to those forEIJ in Fig. 1.
20532
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tron with spinSz5s/2561/2 and a heavy hole with spin
Sz53s/2 in a direction that encloses the angleu with the
normal to the plane of the 2D electron and hole motion.
assume here that the two emitted photons enclose an
muthal angleDf50 or Df5p. The states of right and lef
circular polarization are denotedus6&.

In general, the state Eq.~17! is an entangled~i.e., nonfac-
torizable! state of the two photon polarizations. The e
tanglement can be quantified by the von Neumann
tropy E. For uss& or utt& we obtain E5 log2(11x1x2)
2x1x2log2(x1x2)/(11x1x2), wherexi5cos2(ui). Note that only
the emission of both photons perpendicular to the pla
(u15u250) results in maximal entanglement (E51) since
only in this caseu11,u i& is orthogonal tou21,u i&. In par-
ticular, the two photons are not entangled (E50) if at least
one of them is emitted in-plane (u i5p/2). To observe the
proposed effect, the relaxation rate to the biexciton grou
state must exceed the biexciton recombination rate. T
such a regime can be reached is suggested by experim
with low excitation densities, see, e.g., Refs. 29,30. Then
upper limit for the pair production rate is given by (tX
1tXX)21, wheretX,XX is the~bi!exciton lifetime. If a double
dot consists of twononidenticalQDs, the lowest electron
levels can be tuned into resonance by means of an exte
local electric field, which is sufficient for the generation
entangled photons~or entangled electrons! if the optical se-
lection rules apply. It is then possible that the two photo
emitted from different dots differ in energy more than in t
previous case with identical dots or if only a single Q
~Refs. 4,5! is used. This would facilitate the separation of t
two photons with respect to their wavelength, e.g., by me
of a low-Q cavity.

Conversely, spin-entangled electrons can be produced
optical absorption followed by relaxation of the biexciton
its ground state. After each QD has been filled with an ex
ton, the recombination can be suppressed by an electric fi
Having removed the holes, the electron singlet and trip
could then in principle be distinguished by a subsequent
terference experiment.31
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